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1. INTRODUCTION

”As long as man must live in a world of walls, furniture,
doors, and fences, there is good reason to study how they
influence his behavior."

Robert Sommer , 1959:258

1.1 The Two-Year Project

This review is one of a series of publications of research

conducted by the National Bureau of Standards into the performance

concept for the design of buildings. One part of this effort is the

Two-Year Project for Housing Performance Criteria Development. Among

the research topics covered in this Project are: durability of built

elements, site criteria, personal sanitation, and the subject of this

report -- territoriality.

The aim of the overall effort is to give human parameters more

consideration in the design of building requirements than has been

given in the past. Traditionally, building regulatory codes have been

prescriptive in nature, specifying the methods and materials to be

used in construction. The performance approach, on the other hand, aims

at specifying building requirements in terms of the results expected,

leaving the builder freedom to be more innovative --to choose among

the sets of methods and materials which are capable of satisfying the

desired performance standard.

Since the performance of housing must be satisfactory to the

requirements of the user, the first step in the performance approach is

the identification of human needs, capabilities, and activities. Once

these have been described, attributes of housing which may help to

satisfy them can be derived. Then these performance attributes must be
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translated into requirements and criteria in a form which will be

meaningful and useful to a builder. Finally, procedures and tests

must be developed for evaluating the construction in terms of the

specified criteria.

1.2 Purpose and Plan of the Territoriality Review

The first step in the performance statement development process is

the identification of the human parameters which are believed to

interact with the housing environment. This report is an exploratory review

of research into the human need for territoriality and associated

concepts, to see whether pertinent performance criteria can be generated.

The basis of this effort is a literature review of approximately 100

items dealing with housing, territoriality, proxemics, the body buffer

zone, and privacy. These references are listed in the Bibliography. The

material in the literature was organized and synthesized as presented

in Chapters 2 and 3. Bearing in mind the limitations discussed below,

the author, in Chapter 4, has derived requirements for housing which may

help meet the human needs under discussion. Because of the present

state of the science of human territoriality, these are presented not as

full-fledged performance statements, but as requirements suggested for

further consideration by the research and design communities,

1.3 Importance of this Study

Very little is known about the ways in which people use space, and

even less is ever applied in a systematic fashion to the design of the

spaces people use. The situation is especially regrettable with

regards to that designed space in which we spend so much of our time,

particularly in our formative years -- the home. Some built environments
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have fared relatively better. For exanple, the Department of

Defense has specified for many years that man-machine systems

designed for military use must contain a human factors analysis.

Constance Perin (1969:11) suggested that the "larger living environment

could do with such objectives and the funding to achieve them."

Further, she proposed that "any aspect of the built environment

which Federal funds assist should include qualitative, behavioral

studies to conplement the quantitative, demographic researcli previously

thought to have been sufficient."

Human territorial behavior has been receiving increasing scientific

attention lately. Indeed, as Altman (1970:5) states, "While not

unequivocably established, there is a gradually accumulating body of

evidence that social needs for dominance and status, abnormal psychologi-

cal conditions, interpersonal conpatibility, etc., are associated

with use of space and with territorial phenomena." Since territoriality

interfaces with so many other aspects of behavior and is also

inextricably bound to the environment, it seems to be a logical place

to start an analysis of behavior-environment phenomena.

1.4 Limitations to the Study

The major reasons for caution in attenpting such an analysis at

this time are that so little research has been done about human

territoriality, and that what has been done has for the most part looked

at behavior- environment situations other than in the household. Most

of the research which has been conducted into human territoriality and

proxemic behavior has been carried out either in staged, laboratory-
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type situations, or with abnormal populations such as mental patients

or sophomore psychology students. Extrapolations must therefore be

made from the research that has been conducted in these somewhat

related areas, and this can rarely be done without a loss in validity.

Further, much of what has been written about human territoriality

is theoretical and is based upon the author's speculations and un-

systematic observations. The value of such work lies mainly in its

provocative stimulation, and the behavioral principles suggested or

deduced must be given careful evaluation.

In addition to these limitations caused by the nature of the body

of research are further strictures iirposed by the nature of man.

Generalizations cannot be made about human spatial needs which will

apply to all people all of the time. Research has clearly shown that

spatial needs and activities vary throughout the population by such

parameters as sex, ethnicity or regionalism, personal values, temperament,

previous experience, and household conposition and stage of the life

cycle. On the other hand, people's needs are not infinitely varied,

they can be categorized, and suggestions can be made concerning their

alleviation.
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2. DEFINITION OF TERRITORIALITY

AND BRIEF HISTORY OF RESEARCH

2.1 Definition

Sidney Brower (1965) defines territoriality as "a tendency on the

part of organisms to establish boundaries outside their physical confines

,

to lay claim to the space or territory within these boundaries and to

defend it against outsiders."

There are several important concepts presented in this statement.

First, territoriality applies to all classes of organisms -- man as

well as other animals. Second, territories are defined by boundaries,

whether indicated by the stakes of a miner's claim or the roars of a

Howler monkey. Third, these boundaries are under surveillance by the

inhabitant and trespassers are defended against. Not all territorial

defense takes place at the territorial boundaries, however. C. R.

Carpenter (personal communication) states that some primates
,
such as

the baboon, defend not the periphery, but rather core areas within

the territory.

A distinction should be made here between the concepts of territory

and home range. Ardrey (1966a: 210) and others apply the term "home

range" to the area covered by an animal's foraging activities, reserving

the term "territory" for the smaller, defended areas within this range.

These core areas may be particular feeding areas and favorite resting

or sleeping locations.

For human beings, Gelwicks (1970: 149) defines home range as

being "... that series of linkages and settings traversed and occupied

by the individual in his normal activities." Some people's home ranges
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cover large and nonpropinquant areas of the earth's surface, says

Stea (1970 : 139) , citing the exanple of some elderly people who

migrate seasonally between New York City and Miami.

In addition to the geographically located range and territory,

each individual carries around with him his own "personal space

bubble" or "body-buffer zone." This concept refers to the distance

which a person customarily attempts to keep between himself and other

persons. As with territory, unwanted intrusions into one's body

buffer zone generally provoke a fight or flight reaction. The study

of "micro-space as a system of bio- communication" has been termed

"proxemics" by Edward T, Hall (1963b: 422).

2.2 Non-Human Research

According to the splendidly conprehensive review of non-human

vertebrate territoriality by Carpenter (1955) ,
the concept of territory

was introduced as early as 1622 by ornithologist Francis Willugby, who

wrote about the male ni^tingale's seizing, occupying, and defending his

"Friehold." It took nearly 300 years, however, before the concept of

territory becane established in the field of animal behavior by the

publication of H. Eliot Howard's Territory in Bird Life in 1920 (Carpenter,

1955) . Since this slow emergence of the territorial concept in studies

of the behavior of birds, the concept has been applied to a wide

variety of creatures, including fish, reptiles, rodents, ungulates,

non-human primates, and man.

John B. Calhoun has been studying rodents and other small mammals

for 25 years. He has found that as these animals forage in the wild,

the number of good- gathering responses they make per unit of area

decline with the distance from their home, following the familiar bell-
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shaped normal curve (Calhoun, 1966). The resources available towards

the periphery of a home range would then be very inefficiently used

by a population, unless individual's home ranges overlapped. Since

evolution tends to favor the development of animals which make the

most efficient use of resources , there would be a tendency towards

overlapping of ranges . As this occurs
, individual animals would have

more frequent contact with their closer neighbors, and lesser contact

with the more distant ones. Increased contacts could lead to the

formation of groins, built around a dominant animal. Calhoun postulates

that such groups would contain an average of 12 adults, and states that

compact groups of this size are found in "a host of species as divergent

as the Norway rat, howler monkeys, or man in his more primitive state

as represented by the bushmen of the Kalahari Desert." (Calhoun, 1966: 53).

Ranges of neighboring groups tend to overlap, and if members of

adjoining groups should become inordinately attracted to a particular

place, a "behavioral sink" may develop.

With this resulting manyfold increase in population density over

the optimum, many behaviors become abnormal. "Prominent among these

are nearly total dissolution of all maternal behavior, predominance

of homosexuality, and marked social withdrawal to the point where many

individuals appear to be unware of their associates despite their

close proximity." (Calhoun, 1966: 54). He concludes that, "... the

physical configuration of the environment, including the prevalance

of stimuli which might elicit responses
,
can increase the likelihood

either of an animal following a solitary way of life or, on the other

hand, of it joining with its fellows in large massed groups even
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when much nearby similarly structured space remains relatively unused."

(Calhoun, 1966: 57). When it comes to man, however, many additional

factors confound the situation, Man's cultural tool kit, so much

larger and more diversified than that of other animals, includes more

mechanisms both for developing behavioral abnormalities and coping

with them.

C. R. Carpenter was a pioneer in the naturalistic study of territory

in the non-human primates, including howler monkeys, spider monkeys,

squirrel monkeys
,
orangutans

,
gibbons

,
and rhesus monkeys . From his

own extensive research and reviews of the work of others
,
he has made

these inferences (hypotheses) about the functions of territoriality in

animals: Territoriality spaces or disperses a species population, limits

or regulates population by limiting breeding, ensures adequate space

per se , prevents overpopulation, exposes nonterritorial elements of a

population to predation, affords protection against predation, reinforces

dominance and selective breeding of the "strong," is advantageous for

subordinate animals, affects rate of gene flow in a population and hence

may affect rate of evolution, facilitates establishing of animal

breeding territories for migratory animals (econony)
,
stimulates

breeding behavior, stimulates spawning in fish, facilitates and perhaps

ensures breeding for some species, reinforces dominance statuses,

reduces sexual fighting and killing, reinforces monogamy, increases

inbreeding in groups, protects nest and young, reinforces integration

of groups, regulates size of groups, provides security and defense,

provides psychological advantage and favorably affects motivation.
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increases accessibility and availability of food, localizes waste

disposal in some species, reduces stress (’’flight distance"),

protects against despotism, protects against interference with

orderly nesting cycle, provides song center for birds, provides

attraction area for female bird ready to mate, reduces rate of spread

of diseases and parasites, warns away trespassing animals, and inhibits

or prevents parasitism (Carpenter, 1955)

.

2.3 Research on Human Territoriality

Since man is a creature of evolution, studies of other animals

can add insists to his own nature. The relevance of such studies needs,

however, to be tempered by both knowledge of the complexities added

by man’s culture and the realization that the animals studied today-

have undergone evolutionary changes since man passed through on his

way to becoming human.

V. C. Wynne-Edwards (1964) cites important differences in population

control methods between man and animal. While most animals seem to

maintain fairly stable population levels, man has shown a long-term

increase. Both man and animal use social behavior patterns, including

territoriality, to control or influence their growth. In addition,

population density and growth in many animals is regulated partially

by biological means -- internal responses to population pressures,

and predators. Furthermore, their social control mechanisms appear

to be innate, automatic, while man has conscious control over his

breeding. Finally, man has been able to continuously increase his

food simply, and control over his numbers has passed from the group to

the individual.
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So, with differences such as these between the behavioral

repertoires of man and other animals in mind, and noting that

for example, psychologists are finding difficulties in transferring

research findings on the domesticated white laboratory rat to his

wild brown Norway first cousin; we must recognize that we can

extrapolate only so much about ourselves from the study of territory

as practiced by our phylogenetic relatives, and realize that the best

subject for the study of territoriality in man is man.

In addition to the complexities added to the situation by man’s

culture are others caused by differences between the various cultures

of the world. It was such differences which the anthropologist

Edward T. Hall observed in the social use of space by Americans

and the people they encountered overseas which led him into the study

of proxemic behavior -- the way in which people structure their

micro-space. From his early, unstructured observations of cross-

cultural differences in interpersonal speaking distance preferences,

office space layouts, and house and yard spatial relations (Hall, 1959j

,

Hall and his followers have developed systematic, quantified, and

experimental approaches to the scientific study of proxemic behavior

(Hall 1963c, 1966, 1968; Watson and Graves 1966).

Paralleling Hall's cross-cultural studies has been Robert Sommer's

situational research into the ecology of small discussion groups

(1959, 1961), study hall territoriality and privacy (1966b), and

classroom arrangements (1967a) . Psychologist Sommer became interested

in environmental engineering when he was asked to help find out what
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was wrong with the design of a ward for elderly women at a Canadian

state hospital. Although the ward had recently been redecorated and

was regarded by the staff as being a showcase, the women's mental

state seemed unchanged. After lengthy observation, Sonnier discovered

that it was the antiseptic, orderly appearance of the place which was

at fault. Chairs had been placed side-by-side in neat rows along the

wall or facing outward in four directions around a pillar --

sociofugal arrangements which gravely hindered social interaction

between the patients (Sommer 1969)

.

TaJdng another approach, Irwin Altman and his collegues have

studied the ecological context of behavior -environment interaction,

particularly of small groups of people under the stress of isolation

(Altman and Haythom, 1967). An ecological approach to the study of

human behavior has also been developed by the human ecology school

of sociology (Lyman and Scott 1967; Pastalan 1970). Hie sociological

ecologists, however, study social and physical interrelationships in

terms of the community --a level of integration which is above that

of the scope of this paper. In the next chapter is presented a

discussion of the results of that research into human territoriality

which is believed to be the most relevant to housing performance.
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3. APPLYING THE CONCEPTS OF TERRITORY

AND PROXBilCS TO HOUSING

3.1 Relationship of the Dwelling Ibiit to Its Surroundings

Robert Ardrey has advanced a "castle-and border" interpretation o£

animal territory: ’Tliere is the castle or nest or heartland or lair

to provide security, and, just as important, the border region where the

fun goes on," (Ardrey, 1966a: 170), As the howler monkey clans

raucously challenge each other across the borders of their territories

each morning, so does Snuffy Smith's wife Loweezy spar with her

comic strip neighbor across the gossip fence. On the larger scale,

also, geographers have remarked about differences in life styles and

attitudes between people living in the core of a country and on its

frontiers (Prescott, 1965).

Lot boundaries are more aggressively defended in some cultures than

others. In the U. S., neighbors have relatively free access to each

other's goods -- borrowing sugar, lawn mowers, etc,, -- and children

can often play across yards unhindered. In middle-class England, however,

for one's children to play with a neighbor's can require a written

invitation (Hall, 1960: 44), In Mexico we note broken bottles cemented

into the tops of the walls around many house- lots.

Specifications of territories helps to reduce conflict in our

crowded, urban world. A major function of territory is to keep people

out of one another's way. Invasion of territory without permission has

been institutionalized to the extent that it is codified as a crime --
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trespassing. The question becomes one o£ where not only the formal,

but also the informal boundaries are recognized to be, and also what

levels of sanctions are involved against their trespass . Some people

do not become worried about the presence of a stranger in the

neighborhood until he is actually banging on their door, while among

some ethnic groups the mere appearance of an outsider on the street

will put an entire block on the defensive.

A household may indicate the limits of its claimed territory by

setting out hedgerows, fences, or flower beds, similar to the marking

of boundaries by animals (Sommer, 1966a: 61). The defense of one’s

house-lot generally relies on passive mechanisms such as fences and

nameplates. In this country, some people push the defense of their

boundaries so vigorously that they attempt to extend them beyond their

lawful limits by, for instance, putting trash cans, folding chairs, or

sawhorses in the street to reserve ’’their” parking space. Lines of

demarcation between public and private areas vary from one society

to another both in location and in the methods used for marking them,

states Rapoport (1969: 80): ”The compound in India, or the Mexican or

Moslem house, put the threshold further forward than the Western

house does, and the fence of the English house puts it further forward

than the open lawn of the American suburb.

The lot itself is by no means an homogenous territory. Different

parts of the lot and their associated features carry with them (in the

eyes of the particular society) differing types and levels of use,

privacy, and surveillance. In the stereotypical American Town, the
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front yard is arranged for display to one’s neighbors and passersby,

while the backyard is structured more for the pleasure of the occupants

.

The backyard is typically exposed only to the upper stories of the

neighbor's houses and to a relatively infrequently traveled alley.

Members of the household feel freer to adopt more relaxed modes of

dress and behavior in the backyard than in the front. In addition,

certain portions of the lot, such as the parking space and children's

play areas, have special significance, and unaccustomed noises

coming from such areas will place the household on immediate alert.

Research has recently indicated that changes which have been

occurring in the territories of children may be associated with increases

of stress levels in the family. As Gelwicks (1970: 156) points out,

"Fewer children today have the opportunity of digging a tunnel or

building a hut on a vacant lot. Our playgrounds are structured and

unchangeable under penalty of the law." The upper floors of high-

rise apartments are found to be associated with higher stress levels

in women who lose both conpanionship with and control over their

children playing on the grounds or in the streets many floors below.

The distances between adjacent or neighboring territorial cores

(dwelling units) seem to be associated with differences in social

relations. Boalt and Janson (1956) postulated that," ...the probability

of social interplay between two object will be a J-shaped curve as

a function of the distance between the objects." People tend to have

more frequent, lasting, and intensive contacts with their closer

neighbors, with the contacts decreasing as the distance increases.
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Attitudes may also be associated with distance. Wilner, et al (1952)

report that the attitudes of vdiite women living near Negroes in an

integrated housing project expressed more favorable attitudes

toward Negroes than did white women who lived farther away, but in the

same project.

Flachsbart (1969) discusses a study by Roy Blumhorst, of

Marina City, a twin- tower apartment complex in Chicago, which indicates

that the J-curve hypothesis may not function for very short distances.

At Marina City, although apartment doors were often as close to each

other as six inches, the residents placed a high value on maintaining

social distance between each other. "Social distance expressed the

fact tliat neighbors were careful not to become too friendly for fear

of developing unpleasant relationships." (Flachsbart, 1969: 414).

Helping to maintain social distance were such architectural features

as the fact that the lobby was designed not as a community gathering

place but as a waiting room, resident approval by intercom was required

before a visitor could enter the premises and the provision of few

recreational facilities

.

3.2 ITie Interior of the Dwelling Unit

a. Space in General

"Biologists speak of studying organisms in their natural
habitat; human ecologists attenpt to study the organiza-
tion of people in natural communities: these same
questions about distribution and density can also apply
to the classroom situation. The arrangement of students
is a function of such factors as room density, the
nature of the activity, the instructor's method of
teaching, and the physical dimensions and shape of the
room." (Sommer, 1967a: 490)
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So too, we may consider the household ecology, and on two

different levels: the dwelling unit and the room or activity- space

unit. Within the dwelling unit, the spatial distribution of the

inhabitants at any particular time may be related to the internal

physical arrangonent
,
group composition, and activities. Within a

room, the distribution would be related to the size and shape of the

room, the types and arrangements of objects in it, and characteristics

of the people and of the activities they are engaged in. It is with

this milieu that the rest of this chapter is concerned.

Not all human spatial needs are tangible, nor are they all

expressed in a rational, functional way. Vere Hole (1971: 10) cautions

that,

"there are a number of less tangible needs involving
such factors as the status of individual members within
the family group, or the status of the family vis a vis
the world outside the home. In luxury housing this may
taJce the form of conspicuous consunption of space (the
living room becoming a range of rooms called the morning
room, drawing room, study, library, ballroom, etc.), but
in low cost housing with restricted floor areas, the
symbolic use of space is still evident. The fact that
certain spaces within the house are not intensively used
does not necessarily inply that they are redundant or
unimportant from the user point of view: he may have
deliberately organized the pattern of his activities
to maintain a dichotomy between the functional or

utilitarian and the ceremonial or symbolic spaces in the
house."

b. Types of Territories within the Dwelling

The two major kinds of psychological and physiological needs for

which the dwelling unit provides fulfillment are:

(1) Procreation, nurture, and private daily events. These

take place in the most private, secluded areas of the home, (In the middle

class suburban homes studied by Seeley, et al, (1963) -- the second and

third floors
. ) I
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(2) Rest, relaxation, and family interaction. These normally

occur in more public areas -- living room, den, recreation room, and

home workshop.

On the basis of the degrees of privacy and rights to access, three

types of territory were differentiated by Seeley, et. al. (1963):

(1) The "stage*' or display space, much like a store window,

used for formal entertaining -- living room, dining room, recreation

room.

(2) Areas of preparation, before coming "on stage" -- kitchen,

pantry

.

(3) Private areas -- area of the bedrooms and bathrooms, where

the family can relax ^ deshabile .

When there is more than one bathroom in the house, the residents

may treat one as a "show" bathroom, to be used by guests, and the others

as more utilitarian. Different amounts of space and different types and

quality of fittings would be found in each type.

c. Privacy and Rights of Access

In this review, privacy is considered to be both "the right of

the individual to decide what information about himself should be

communicated to others and under what conditions," (Pastalan, 1970: 89),

and also as the right to '’insulation from the stimuli emitted by other

humans." (Studer and Stea, 1966: 135). Conflicting roles and

activities in a household, however, lead naturally to situations incompatible

with the desires for privacy. For exanple, although parents may wish
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to be by themselves in quiet isolation, they must nevertheless still

be able to supervise their children and overhear what they are doing.

If the parents’ and childrenis activities are so incon^atible as to

preclude their taking place in the same room, they should be located

in adjacent rooms, with a door between permitting intermittent

surveillance.

Some houses have direct access from the front door into the living

room, and traffic must go through the living room to reach other

areas of the house. This intrusion into the living room may be unwanted

at times; for example, when an overnight guest is sleeping on the

living room couch, or when a salesman comes calling.

d. Possessiveness

People feel a need both to stake out their own personal territories

and to be identified with certain objects. Few people can move into

a house or even an apartment without personalizing it by at least

changing the color of the walls. Similarly, even though a family

moves across the continent, as soon as their furniture and bric-a-brac

is arranged in the new setting, they feel at home. Newlyweds work

out early whidi easy chair and which half of the bed "belongs" to whom.

Dressing areas, closets, chests of drawers, and sewing, liobby, or shop

space will be named -- even towels are labeled "his" and "hers".

Sommer (1969) and Gelwicks (1970) discuss territorial possessiveness

among people in mental hospitals and institutions for the aged.

Residents of such places value highly having their "own" chair in the
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dayroom and place at the dining table. Since, as Gelwicks states

(1970: 155), "Aging in its later stages is a process of closing

out life’s options," the elderly need to have the opportunity to

be able to structure their micro-environment as much as possible

to help retain their identity.

Even in public areas people can often carve out territorial

niches for themselves . Sommer (196) and his collegues observed the

ways in which people reserved seats in university library study

halls and airports by leaving "territorial markers" -- books, coats,

briefcases, umbrellas, etc. Hoboes, flower vendors, and street-comer

gangs each have their own turf in the city.

e. Population density and Crowding

Population density has been associated by some ^^^riters with

psychosomatic symptomatology, neurosis, psychosis, juvenile delinquency,

alcoholism, and alienation. The problem, says Sommer (1966a) is to

factor crowding out from "associated phenomena including low income,

inadequate food, lack of education, social prejudice, etc."

Population density and crowding must be considered on two different

levels -- crowding of people in buildings, and crowding of buildings and

people on the land. In this country, the density of different types

of dwellings is usually controlled by zoning ordinances . Rosenberg

(1968) believes that much more benefit to society would be derived from

lowering the density of living space within the dwelling than the

density of site space. This section is concerned only with the density

of people within a dwelling unit.
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Agan and Luchsinger (1965) discuss space and occupancy standards

for housing around the world. They found standards ranging from 24

square feet per person in Hong Kong to 185 square feet per person in

England. It should be noted that floor space per person is not

always a reliable indicator of crcn-\rding, as the total living space,

including (especially in the tropics) patios, gardens, and roofs,

must be considered.

Hall (1963b) reports Chombart de Lauwe's studies of the consequences

of over-and under crowding in French working-class families, published

in 1969. De Lauwe found that:

"When there is less than 8 to 10 square meters per person,
social and physical disorders double. Between 8 square
meters and 14 square meters per person, pathology is at a

minimum. Above 14 meters, there is an increase again.

Chombart de Lauwe's explanation of the latter finding is

that these statistics came from upwardly mobile homes,
where the parents were more interested in status symbols
and getting ahead than in the family. Hence, they isolated
their children in separate rooms, and did not pay enough
attention to them." (Hall 1963b:433).

Since individual distance with middle and working class Frenchmen is

considered by Hall to be less than that in the U. S., these data should

not be imposed unchanged upon this country.

Rosenberg (1968) reports that the incidence of infectious disease

is about the same in New Zealand apartment dwellers as it is in squatters

living in the same amount of floor space. He believes that in the slums

of this country, as floor space becomes more crowded, adults become more

aggressive, spending less time in social interaction, and the children

therefore become more aggressive and/or more withdrawn.

Loring (1956) analyzed the relation between 14 housing items and

the incidence of social disorganization, defined by a variety of problems
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reported in social case work and court records. Households with

reported problems were matched with control households, and were

found to be associated with a smaller average number of rooms per

family both at the time of the survey and over the preceding 10

years, a smaller number of heated rooms, less total floor space at

present and during the previous 10 years, less heated space, and

poorer scores on an environmental quality index than did the controls

.

No significant differences were found between the 2 groups of house-

holds for such items as the presence of a bath, a dwelling unit

maintenance index, the area of the largest common room, a deterioration

index, the number of common rooms, and a structure maintenance index.

Each of the factors which were found to be associated with social

disorganization is related to density within the dwelling unit and

in the neighborhood. Loring (1956: 166) believes the research suggests

that: "The density relevant to the systems here observed is social density,

definable in terms of social or cultural roles simultaneously acting

in a given physical space."

Jonathan Freedman (1971), however, states that he has found no

significant evidence that density adversely affects liumans. His study,

which is currently in progress, indicates that, while men become harsher,

more competitive, and like each other less in cramped quarters, women's

reactions to crowding are strongly positive, and mixed groups are

not affected.

f. Proxemics and Personal Space

While territory is a stationary area in which the individual

moves around, personal space is carried around by the individual. The
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term proxemics has been used by Watson and Graves (1966: 971)

to mean "the study of how man structures microspace, how he relates

physically to other persons with whom he is interacting, and

what is communicated by these physical relationships." Hall has

elaborated a typology of interpersonal distances involved with social

intercourse among "noncontact, middle-class, healthy adults, mainly

natives of the northeastern seaboard of the United States." (Hall 1966:

116). Each of Hall’s four distance zones are divided into two phases,

near and far:

(1) Intimate distance -- from contact to 18 inches. There is

intense sensory involvement between people at this distance, and the

use of this distance in public is not regarded as proper by the group

described above.

(2) Personal distance -- 1 1/2 to 4 feet. The outer boundary

of this zone is the limit of physical domination. In the near phase

you can "get your hand on" the other person, while in the far phase you

keep him at "arm’s length."

(3) Social distance -- 4 to 12 feet. Impersonal business

is conducted within this zone. People who work together use the close

phase of 4 to 7 feet, while more formal matters are discussed at a

distance of 7 to 12 feet, and people can more easily drift in or out of

a group. Hall (1964a: 48) observes that a husband home from work

"often finds himself sitting and relaxing reading the paper at 10 or

more feet from his wife."
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(4) Public distance -- 12 to 25 feet (close phase), 25 feet

or more (far phase). This distance is outside the circle of involvement,

and a more formal style of speaking is used, ’’Tliirty feet is the

distance that is automatically set around important public figures."

(Hall 1966: 124).

Most of the activities whidi take place within the dwelling unit

occur within the first three of Hall's distance zones. Lovemaking and

consoling takes place within the intimate distance. Conversation

around the dinner table involves the personal distance. This distance

of up to 4 feet is the outer fringe of the body buffer zone, or personal

space bubble, which should not be infringed upon by an intruder unless

he intends to interact with the person, In the dwelling unit, for

example, traffic lanes should be arranged in order not to impinge

upon the space bubbles of people engaged in other activities. Many

activities occur witliin the social distance range of 4 to 12 feet.

Furniture in living rooms is usually found to be spaced such that

conversation takes place toward the far phase of this zone. This

spacing also aids co-acting individuals -- two or more people who

are each engaged in his own activity but remain within the same general

area.
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4. HOUSING PERFORMANCE STATEMENTS

The goal of this study is the development of a set of performance

statements for U. S. housing, derived from an analysis of research on

territoriality. These statements follow the format developed in E. 0.

Pfrang’s Guide Criteria for HUD's Operation BREAKTHROUGH housing project.

This format provides four parts for each performance statement-requiremen

criteria, test, and commentary. The requirement contains the essence

of the statement presented in a qualitative fashion, the criterion

is the quantitative element, and the test is a means of measuring

satisfaction of the criterion, while the commentary provides supplemental
I

material.

The requirement portion of the performance statement is not

intended to be taken as a commandment, but is rather suggestive in

nature, providing general coverage to the human need. The criteria

set a specific, measurable level of building performance, based upon
j

scientific or egnineering data. The test provides a means of verifying

the building's compliance with the specifications set by the criteria.

Most of the performance statements on the following pages are

incomplete, as criteria and tests have yet to be developed. It is hopec

that they can be added during the continuing dialogue with the scientif:
,

design, and construction communities.

The statements which follow are keyed to the various built elementJ

of the dwelling as presented in the Guide Criteria matrix presented on

the next page. To this list have been added categories for elements i

outside the structure, such as the site, the lot, and community open
|

space.
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Built

Elements

Attributes

Structural

Serviceability

Structural

Safety

Health

and

Safety

Fire

Safety

Acoustic

Environment

Illuminated

Environment

Atmospheric

Environment

Durability/Time

Reliability

(Function)

Spatial

Characteristics

and

Arrangement

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Structure A

Interior

Space

Dividers

Walls and Doors,

Inter-Dwelling i
Walls and Doors,

Intra-Dwelling C
Floor-Ceiling D

Envelope

Walls, Doors

and Windows i
Roof-Ceiling,

Ground Floor F
Fixtures and

Hardware

Plumbing H
Mechanical Equipment,

Appliances I

Power, Electrical

istribution. Communications J

Lighting Elements K
Enclosed Spaces L
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C. Surfaces

Requirement : Surfaces should be capable of being decorated by
.

users in a wide variety of styles, materials, colors, textures, etc.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : This will give satisfaction by facilitating territorial

marking -- permitting the inhabitants to put their own stamp on the

dwelling, indicating to others who it belongs to, and helping the resident

to feel more comfortable. This can also help to satisfy an apparent 1

human need for diversity in the environment.
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C . Interior Doors

Requirement : Bedroom doors and latches should be so constructed

and hung that they can be left ajar, or nearly closed but not fully

latched.
"

Criteria

Test

Commentary : Seeley, et. al. (1963) observed that not quite latching

the bedroom door permits the needed degree of privacy within the room

without giving the rest of the family the feeling of being locked out.
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E. Windows

Requirement : Windows and lights should be located such that they

enable easy surveillance of territory surrounding the dwelling unit,

especially important areas such as the garage or parking space and

the children's play area.

Criteria

Test

Commentary
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E. Exterior Windows and Walls

Requirement : Housing, especially public housing, old-aged

communities, etc., which is built for a population which includes

significant numbers of people with certain Mediterranean or Hispanic

cultural background should accommodate their preference

for facing the dwelling inwards rather than outwards to the public.

Exterior walls should therefore be left relatively blank, to keep

passers-by from seeing into the interior of the living unit.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : See Carp’s (1970) discussion of high-rise apartments

for the aged in San Antonio, Texas.
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L. Enclosed Spaces

Requirement

:

The layout of "living” or socializing spaces should

enhance the placement of furniture, especially chairs and couches, to

facilitate comfortable speaking distances.

Criterion : In a large lounge, the distance may be about 5 feet

between conversants.

Criterion : In smaller, more intimate rooms sudi as an American

living room, this distance may usually be increased to 7 to in feet.

Test: Observation of room plan, based on the type and use.

Commentary : See Hall, 1964a; Scmmer, 1962a, 1969: 58-73.
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L. Enclosed Spaces

Requlreniienrt : The dwelling should provide, through the arrangement

of spaces, enclosures, and furnishings, for the establishment of

three types of social space:

(1) Public display.

(2) Preparatory.

(3) Private.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : See section 3. 2. a.
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L. Enclosed Spaces

Requirement : The dwelling should provide each member of the house-

hold with his own, easily identifiable, sleeping, storage, and working

or playing spaces.

Criteria

Test

Ccmmentary : See Seeley, et. al., (1963). This helps to accommodate

the possessive nature of the need for territory, with regards to both

space and objects.
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L. Enclosed Spaces

Requirement : Traffic-flow lanes should be arranged such that

people moving about the dwelling will not infringe upon the

personal space needs of the other members of the household engaged

in their own activities

.

Criteria

Test

Commentary
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L. Enclosed Space

Requirement : At least one bathroom (or half'bath) should be

located so guests can easily reach it from the public areas of the

dwelling without having to traverse the private areas.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : See Seeley, et. al., (1963),
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L. Enclosed Spaces

Requirement : The spatial design should recognize the human needs

for sociopetal space in certain areas, to facilitate socializing

activities; and for sociofugal space in other areas, to enliance

individual privacy and to accommodate people working on different

tasks in the same spatial environment.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : See Section 3.2.
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L. Enclosed Spaces

Requirement : Kitchens should be large enough to accommodate

other members of the household without discommoding the cook.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : Although a small kitchen may save the housewife steps,

"it also puts her in an aggressive spatial reltionship with every other

member of the family whenever they enter tlie door, and particularly

when they are underfoot when she is trying to prepare a meal." (Hall,

1960a: 42) . Even though the kitchen be located outside of the main

traffic lanes it will still function as a people magnet, attracting

children and husbands

.
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L. Enclosed Spaces

Requirement : Layout of the various activity spaces should

permit one to be able to "get away from it all" in a location he

could call his own for the time being, away from other sights and

sounds

.

Criteria

Test

Commentary: See the section on privacy (3.2.c.)-
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The Lot

Requirement : The need to mark the boundaries of one's territory

so that other people can easily recognize them should be accommodated

when designing lots for single-unit dwellings. Boundary-marking

could be accomplished by fencing, plantings, garage wall, or by

readily apparent logic (half-way between adjacent buildings, for

example)

.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : See section 3.1.
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The Lot

Requirement : Plan, contour, and vegetation should not impede

surveillance of the lot, especially of special areas such as

play space, parking space, and lot boundaries.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : See Section 3.1.
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Site

Requirement ; Th.e design of the relationship between the

dwelling and its surroundings should take culturally based preferences

and customs into consideration.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : Some people like an open site plan, ^d\ile others may

prefer a house- lot configuration which faces inwards upon itself

to provide seclusion for family activities,
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Open Space

Requirement : In multi -family developments, such as planned

neighborhoods and new communities, some of the open space should

be left relatively unstructured, even wild, and the residents should

be not only permitted, but encouraged to adapt it to their own

desires

.

Criteria

Test

Commentary : Children, especially, need some territory which they

can call their own, in which they can dig holes and build camps.

People also need diversity in their perceptual environment, and dislike

having everything planned for them.
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5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Territoriality in humans is an established psychological and

cultural fact. Tlie most pressing need is for researdi conducted in

the housing environment. By far, most of the territoriality-oriented

research discussed in this report has been conducted in other

situations. There is ample room for both laboratory experimentation

and simulation and field observation of proxemic behavior in the dwelling

unit. Surveys are probably not so adequate as simulation and observation,

because the environmental phenomenon "tends to affect people from

beyond the focus of awareness." (Sommer 1966a: 67). Longitudinal studies

are needed, to reveal the long-term dynamic interplay.

Since territoriality is a part of the human behavioral system, it

should be considered in system terms, says Altman (1970: 20). It should

be considered not only as a resultant, but also as a determinant of

behavior. Because it is bound up in a system, careful work needs to be

done to factor it out, to control for it among other factors operating.

Studies of crowding, for example, need to factor out the effects of

confinement, and studies of the effects of crowding in our central cities

must consider education, diet, disease, prejudice, and the abominable

nature of the physical environment. Again, a study aimed at understanding

deviant behaviors in the community could factor out the part which

territoriality plays in them.

Most of the writing on cross-cultural differences in territoriality

has been based upon casual observation. Although some experimentation

has been conducted, it has been very limited and somewhat artificial.
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Experimental procedures such, as those developed by Sommer could easily

be used to test the cross-cultural comparisons made by Hall.

Systematic analysis of cultural differences will help to delineate the

different types of territoriality and the ways in which they vary.

Many of the studies in human micro-ecology have been of situations

involving confinement, such as mental hospitals and old age homes

(Sommer, 1959; 259; 1967b: 151). "Studies of human interaction in fields

or courtyards are practically nonexistent (Soimner 1959: 259)." Not

much is known yet about how differences in site plan, for example,

affect behavior.

Within the dwelling unit, research is needed into the interaction

of territoriality with other interpersonal processes such as cooperation,

conflict, and compatibility. It may be possible to establish a matrix

of optimum spatial arrangenents for each user-situation mix, Patterson

(1968: 358) cautions, however, that other factors sudi as esthetics also

act to govern the placment of furniture in the home, and may override

consideration of the optimum conversation distance, for example. Research

could help to establish the existence of a space bubble or buffer zone

around groups, similar to that already demonstrated for individuals

(Patterson, 1968: 358-9).

Along with changes in the coverage of research in human territoriality

are needed improvanents in methodology and technique. Hall (1963c) lias

developed a system for observing and recording proxemic behavior, and

this system has been used by Watson and Graves (1966) . A much-needed

augmentation to this method is the use of photography, especially slow-

motion moving pictures coupled with a stop -frame projector for micro-

analysis.
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In survey research, one of the most important problems is the

establishing of a value system, Gelwicks (1970) believes that the

amount of use may be in many cases a poor criterion of value to the

user. "The value of a balcony, for example, may be quite high even

if the statistics indicate it is rarely used. What value can be

placed on three minutes of fresh air on the balcony after a heated

family argument?" (Gelwicks, 1970: 159). Instruments such as

Osgood’s Semantic Differential Technique can be useful here.
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